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Atmtract - -A  clam4 R of integral equatiozm, whose kernels awe kern~ of poeitive rational ftmctiord 
of elliptic operators, do not have in gen ia l  locally integrable solutiovus. Their solutio~uJ belong to a 
diatribution space /2/-a(D), whene Ha(D)  is the SoboIev apace. A numerical method is given for 
computing these solutions. Pamults of numerical experlmenta are reported. A typical example of the 
equation of the cla~ R is the equation 
L i exp( - i z -y i )h (v )d i#=f(z ) ,  -1 < i '~  1, IEH i ( - I ,1 ) .  l 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The analytic theory of signal estimation by the criterion of minimum of variance is based on the 
equation of the type 
/o - Rh := R(z,y)h(y)dy -- f(x), x E D C R'. (1) 
Here D is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary F, ~ = D O F, R(z, y) E 7g, where 7?. is the 
class of kernels of positive rational functions of self-adjoint elliptic operators defined in Li(Rr).  
In other words 
n(x,y) = j^ P(A)Q-I(A)O(z,y, A) dp(A) (I') 
where A, @(z, y, A), dp(A) are, respectively, the spectrum, the spectral kernel and tile spectral 
measure of an elliptic self-adjoint operator £: of order s, P(A) > 0 and Q(A) > 0, -oo  < A < e¢, 
are polynomials 
degP(A) - -p ,  degQ(A)=q,  o rd£=s.  (2) 
Define 
1 
or :-- ~ s(q - p). (3) 
Let H°(D) be the Sobolev space and. f t -°(D) its dual space with respect to tile L2(D) inner 
product. Tile space of distributions H-°(D) can be described as the space of the elements of 
H-° (R  ") whose support is 9 .  Recall that H-° (R ' )  is the space of distributions h(z) such timt 
(i. )'" • Ihl"(1 + ,X")-°d,X :=11 h I1-o< o¢, (4) 
A derivation of equation (1) ill tile framework of signal estimation theory is given in [1] and 
[2]. In [1] and [2] the class ~ has been introduced and studied. The basic result from [1], [2] 
which we need here is 
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PROPOSITION I. The operator R defined in (I) is an isomorphism between H-°( D) and H°(D) 
where a is defined by (3) and the kernel R(z, y) E "/~. 
In particular, Proposition I says that for any f E Ha(D) equation (1) with the kernel R E R 
has a unique solution in H-C'(D) and this solution depends continuously in the norm of H-°(D) 
on .f E tIa(D). 
For example, consider 
Rh= exp( - I~-y l )h (y )dy=f (z ) ,  - l<z< 1. (5) 
1 
In this example D = ( -1 ,1) ,  r = 1, £ = -iO, 0 := ~,  A = ( -oc ,oo) ,  dp(A) = dA, @(z,y,A) = 
(2,r) -l exp{iA(x - y)}, P(A) = I, Q(A) = 5.~,  s = I, p = 0, q -" 2, a = I. 
The solution to (5) in H- I (D)  exists and is unique for any f E HI(D). This solution is given 
by the formula [3, p. 389] 
h(z) = ~- f '+  f + 6(z + l)[-f'(-1) +/(- I )]  + 6(:: - I)[f'(I) + f(1)] (8) 
2 2 
where 6(x) is the delta-function. It can be characterized as the solution of minimal order of 
singularity. 
It follows from tlle results in Ill, page 19, that if a function J E Ha(D) has an isolated point 
z0 E D of non-smoothness then the solution h will have at x0 a point of singularity but will be 
smooth for z # x0 in a neighborhood of x0. For example, if f(x) := Ixl * in a neighborhood of 
z0 = 0, and f is the right-hand side of (5), then f(x) E H l := HI(-1, I) for 7 > 0.5, and formula 
(6) shows that tl:e solution h(x) behaves like 7(7 - l)]z[ ~-2 as z ---* 0, where the formulas for 
the derivatives of the functions Ixl * and Ixl v- I sgn x (in the sense of distributions) were used: 
(1~1~) ' = "rlzl ~-~ sgn x, (Izl "-~ sgn z) '  = (~ - 1)lxp -2 (see [5, §I.3, formulas (9) and (10)]). In 
the case ofequation (5) a = 1, f E H 1 and f ~. 1t 2 for 0.5 < 7 < 1.5. 
In [3] and [2] a theory of equations of class ~ is developed and a ,mmerical method for solving 
these equations is described. Convergence of the method is proved. 
In this paper, we present a variant of the numerical method for solving equations of class ~ and 
report the results of numerical experiments which show that the method is stable and practically 
efficient. 
Note that although equations (1) and (5) look like Fredholm equations of the first kind, so 
that one can think that these equations lead to ill-posed problems, but in fact the situation is 
totally different. The problem of solving (1) and (5) in H-°(D) is well posed as follows from 
Proposition 1. 
Why can one have a wrong idea about ill-posedness of the problem of solving (1)? Because 
there is a vast literature on the following problem (see e.g. [4]). Let Au = f he a linear equation 
with an injective compact operator A from an infinite dimensional Banach space U into a Banach 
space F. Suppose that f E RanA, where RanA is the range of A. Assume that /'6 is given such 
that II h - .t" I1< 6, where 6 > 0 is a small given number and f6 does not necessarily belong to 
RanA. Given {A,6, f6} one wants to find u~ such that ]] u -  u6 II-" 0 as 6 -* 0. The ili-posedness 
of this problem comes from the fact that A -t  is an unbounded operator (since A is compact and 
the space U is infinite dimensional). Therefore ven if fs E RanA = Do,n(A -1) one cmmot say 
that us = A-l  f6 since II A-if6 - u II=ll A-l(f6 - / )  II does not go to zero as 6 -* 0, in general. 
The problem of solving equation (I) in H-°(D) is well-posed since the operator 
R -1 : Ha(D) -* l't-a(D) is continuous and is defined on all of H°(D). Note that (1) does 
not have a solution in L~(D) m general. 
Analytic estimates of the norm of R and R -1 can be found in [1] and [2]: 
!1 n I1,~-._,,._< sup (P(A) Q-'(A)(1 + A-~) °/° } := 71 (7) 
~EA 
( IIR-IIIHo_+~_o< _infLP(A)Q-'(A)(I+A~')°/° :=%*. (8) 
\XEA 
We will deaote I1 IIHotD):=II" II. and II. I I n_ . (o ) := l l .  I[-a. 
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In Section II the numerical method is described. In Section III the numerical results are 
presented. 
II. DESCRIPT ION OF THE NUMERICAL  METHOD 
It is proved in [1 l, [2] that if f is smooth enough, for example, f • Ha(D),  fl _> (q - p)s, then 
the singular support of the solution to (1) is OD = F. See, for example, formula (6) which shows 
that if f • H 2 then the singular (distributional) part of the solution is the second term in the 
right-hand side of (6). 
Therefore, assuming that f is smooth enough, let us look for an approximate solution of the 
form 
h = h,~ + h.~.g (9) 
where the singular part is [3]: 
o- I  
(1o) 
lJl=0 
Tile distribution bi(s ) 6~ ) is defined by the formula 
/R" by(s)6F)¢(z)dz = ( -1)" '  f r  {b,(s)¢(,)} (y) ds, (11) 
The coefficients bi(s ) are sufficiently smooth functions, bi(s ) e cO)(F),  j is a multi-index, ]Jl = 
jx + "'" + J . .  The regular (smooth) part ofh in (9) is h,m. Let us choose a complete in / : / - t (D)  
system {¢i } of linearly independent elements, which is a union of regular functions {¢i }, where 
the set  {¢.,} forms a basis of L2(D), and singular functions 6~ ), IJl < a - 1. We wish to use a 
projection method, namely a least squares method. If h. E span(¢t . . . .  , ¢ . )  := M. is defined 
to be the solution to the equation 
e,~ :=11 Rh.  - f I[~= min (12) 
then equation (12) has a unique solution, and 
I l h . -h l l -o - - '0  as n- - -~ (13) 
where h = R- I /•  / f - ° (D) .  
The first of these two statements i obvious since the distance from an element f to the finite- 
dimensional subspace M.  in a lIilbert space 1I ° is attained at a unique element of M..  
The second statement follows from the inequality 
II h .  - h I1-o _< "r2 II Rh .  - y I1o - -  0, n - -  oc,  (14) 
where 72 is give° by (8). The right-laand side of (14) goes to zero, since the set {¢i} is complete 
in H -a by the assumption, and therefore, the set {R~y} is complete in H °, since R is an 
isomorphism betweea 1~'-° and 11 °. A practical implication of (14) is the following: one increases 
n for computing the approximate solution h. until the discrepancy ~,~ defined by (12) is sufficiently 
small. 
Let us illustrate this numerical method using equation (5) as an example. In this example 
D = ( -1 ,  1), c~ = 1. Thus, let us look for an approximate solution of the form 
j=0 y=-2  
where 6(x) is the dcha-function, ¢-2 := 6(x + 1), ¢-1(x) := 6(z - 1) and {¢y(z)} is a complete 
linearly indepeadent system in L2(D), for example 
¢ i=cos  -~- (z+l )  , j=0 ,1 ,2  . . . .  (16) 
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The system (16) is orthogonal and complete in L2(D). For any n the system 
{¢~}, -2<j<n (17) 
is linearly independent in/ : / - t .  If Mn is the linear span of functions (17) then 
p(h, Mn)-- .  0 as n ---. oo, Vh E/: / -a,  (18) 
where p(h, Mn) = inflcM . II h -g  II-a is the distance from h to Mn in / : / - t .  
The coefficients cJ ") in (15) should be determined from (12), that is, in the case of equation 
(5) from 
=~2 c~'~) gj(z) - f =min  (19) 
where 
j~ l 9i(=) :=  Reg.(z) = exp( - I=  - ~ l )¢~(y)d~.  (20) 
1 
Problem (19) has a unique solution which can be computed by solving the linear system for c~"): 
n 
= h .  - 1 _< _< . .  (211 
p=-2  
Here  
f l aip := (gp,gj)l = (gp~j + g~)  dr, (22) 
1 
where the primes denote derivatives and the bar stands for complex conjugate, 
f., = (f,g./)t, -2  _< j _< n. (23) 
The matrix (22) is a Gramian of a linearly independent system {gj} in H 1 and therefore thi~ 
matrix is positive definite. Therefore the system (21) is uniquely solvable. The function ha 
defined by (15) with the coefficients c~ ") which solve (21) satisfies (13). Let us summarize the 
result. 
TItEORr.M 1. The system (21) is uniquely soh~able t'or a/l n = 0, 1,2, . . . .  I/'c~ ") solves (21), then 
h,, defined by (15), converges in /1-1 to the unique solution 0/'(5) in the space I-I - l  . 
If f (z )  has an isolated point of non-smoothness uch that / ( z )  =AIz  - z01" + #(z), 0.5 < "r < 
1.5, where A = const and g(z) is smooth, then the solution to equation (5) will have the form 
h = h°m(z)q-h,ino. Ilere h,m is smooth and h,iae = c-2 6(z+ 1)+c-1 6 (z -  1 )+A7(7-  1)lzl"-L 
The constant c_~ and c-1 are the same as in formula (6) and the distribution I=1 v-2 is defined 
as usual ([5], §1.3). 
In Section III numerical results are given. 
III. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
We give six typical examples of our numerical experiments. 
(I) f is such a function that the corresponding h,,n~ is zero and hj,~ can be expanded as a 
linear combination of {¢#(z)} with a few terms. 
(2) f is such a function that tile corresponding h has no singular part, but h0,n can not be 
expanded as a linear combination of {¢#(z)} with a few tcrms. 
(3) f is such a function that the corresponding h has singular part, but ham can be expanded 
as a linear combination of {¢j(x)} with a few terms. 
(4) f is such a function that the corresponding h has singular part, and h,m has a slowly 
convergent representation by a linear combination of {¢j(z)}. 
(5) f belongs to H2(-I, I), but does not belong to H3(-I, i), and the corresponding h has 
the same feature as that in example 4. 
(6) f belongs to HI(-I, I), but does not belong to H2(-I, I), mad the corresponding h has 
the same feature as that in example 4. 
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The numerical experiments show that the method given in Section II provides a reasonably 
accurate approximation of h. It tells us how to choose n, the number of the basis functions {¢i }. 
Let 
~'~ := '=~-~c'n)g~(z) - f l  (24) 
I 
Suppose Rh,  = f + rl,~, then ha = R-~ f + R-~rI,~. So 
II h .  - h I1-  : II II-x II R II' II ,7. : II R- -z l[ (25) 
Hence, when en does not change considerably as n grows, for n > n0, say, there is no need to in- 
crease n in practical calculations• Also numerical experiments demonstrate hat the method works 
for noisy data. Iiow it will work can be seen from the condition number of A, = (a~r)_~<.~.p<,, 
where ajv is given in (22). Note that a/p, 1 < j,  p < n, can be calculated explicitly in our 
examples. We will give the condition number for each example below. 
Before we give the results, the term pointwise relative error should be defined: the pointwise 
]~(,)-h~) an approximation h, and relative error of a flmction h at a point x is ~(~) where is of 
this notation is used in the following graphs. 
(1) In the first example, the right-hand side is f ( z )  = -2  + 2cos a'(x + 1), and the exact 
solution is h(x) = -1  + (1 + ~r~) cos 7r(z + 1), see graph 1. If n is 2, then the condition 
number of A = (ajt,)_2<~,p< 2 is O(10), and ¢2 = O(10-13) • So it is not necessary to 
increase n. For n = 2, the pointwise relative error of h~ is O(10-15). As we see in Graph 
I, h(x) and h~(z) coincide practically. 
(2) In the second example, the right-hand side is f ( z )  = -2exp(x  - 1) + ~-sin ~'(z + 1) + 
2 cos 7r(z + 1) and the exact solution is h(z) = (~- + :r) sin ~(z + 1) + (1 + 7r ~) cos 7r(x + 1), 
see Graph 2 which shows the Graphs of h and h340. If n = 340, then the condition number 
of Az40 = (ajp)-~Sj,p5340 is O(10s), and e340 = O(10-11). The pointwise relative error 
of h340 is less than O(10 -6) for -0.98 < z < 0.98 and is not more than O(10 -3) for 
--1 < x < --0•98 and 0.98 < z < 1. In Graph 2.1 we can see a small deviation between 
h(z) aud ho40(z) near two end points. 
(3) In tile third example, one has 
7r(x + 1) 7~(x + 1) 
f (z )  = cos - -  +, lcos 2r(z  + 1) - 1.5cos 
2 2 
and the exact solution 
'( h(z )= ~ 1+ cos - - - -~  +(2+8~'~)cos2~(x+l ) -0 .75( l+12.257r  ) 
7,'r(z + 1) 
• cos 2 + 1.756(x + 1) + 2.256(x - 1), 
see Graph 3. If n = 7, then tile condition number of Az = (ajp)_2<_Lv<_¢ is O(102), and 
¢T = O(10-zt).  The pointwise relative error of h¢ is O(I0 -zz) for -0.94 < x < 0.94, and 
is not more that O(10 -9 ) if -1  < x < -0.04 and 0.9.1 < z < 1.0. The relative error for the 
coefficients of the singula, part is O(10-9). Again we can not tell tile difference between 
h(z) aml hr(x) in Graph 3. 
(4) In the fourth example, o ,e  has 
f (x)  = exp( -x )  + 2sin 2,'r(x + 1) 
aad the exact solution is 
h(x) = (1 + 4x "~) sill 2w(X + 1) + (e - 27r)6(x + 1) + 2~6(x - 1), 
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(5) 
see Graph 4. If n = 290, then the condition number of A290 = (aip)-2<j$<290 is O(10 s) 
and (~90 = O(10-9) • The pointwise relative error of h290 is less than O(10 -I)  for -0.98 < 
z < 0.98, and the pointwise rror is between 0.47 and 0.014 in the interval [ -1.0,-0.98)U 
(0.98, 1.0] which is shown in the Graph 4.1 clearly. For the coefficients of the singular part, 
the relative error is O(10-4). 
In the fifth example, one has 
f(z) = Izl 22s 
and the exact solution is 
= 
[z]~ 2s _ 2.81251z1 °.~s 
+ 1.625 + l )  + - 1) ) .  
I fn  = 240, then the condition umber of A240 is O(106) and ~240 = O(I0-1°). The relative 
error for the singular part is O(10-r). In the interval [ -1,-0.12) U(0.12, 1], the pointwise 
relative error is O(10 -4) and in the interval [-0.12,0.12] it is O(10 -3) except at the origin. 
In particular, at the points near the origin, 4-0.02, the accuracy is O(10-s), see Graph 5 
for both smooth parts of h and h240. 
(6) In the sixth example, one has 
f (z)  = Izl x.4 
and the exact solution is 
h(z) = 
izl 14_  0.561zl-0s 
+ + ]) + l ) )  
where z 6 [-1,0) U (0, 1]. The result we got is for n = 290. In this case, the condition 
number of A~90 is O(106) and (~0 = O(10-5). The relative error for the singular part 
is O(10-4). Qualitatively, approximation i the interval [-1,0) U (0, 1] here is similar to 
that in Example 5. The relative error is O(I0 -~) in [ -1, -0.16) U (0.16, 1] and O(10 - l )  
in [-0.16,0.16] \ {0}. It is no surprise to see that the error is much bigger thaa~ before. 
However we think that the result is reasonable, since f (z )  is less smooth than in the 
examples above. 
From these examples, it is seen that the big error occurs either at the origin or at the end 
points. IIowever it is observed in the computation that this can be overcome by increasing the 
number n of basis functions and the accuracy of the computation of ]~-, j = -2 , -1 , . . .  in (23). 
The reduction of the computational error requires additional computer time. 
We conclude that this method is accurate and easy to implement numerically. 
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